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Manual system

PICCOLO XS BLACK
The extra-small NESCAFÉ® Dolce Gusto® Piccolo XS
capsule coffee machine, with its tiny footprint and
modern style, is expertly designed to fit in any kitchen.

DETAILS

The extra-small NESCAFÉ® Dolce Gusto® Piccolo XS capsule coffee machine, with its tiny footprint and
modern style, is expertly designed to fit in any kitchen: 14cm (W) x 28cm (H) x 27cm (D).

Manual Technology:
Simply slide in your chosen capsule, and with a push of the button you can prepare the
perfect beverage of your choice

15 Bars Max:
Create professional quality coffees with a thick velvety crema, thanks to the machine’s
high-pressure system (up to 15 bars).

Hermetically Sealed Capsules:
With our hermetically sealed capsules, which preserve coffee freshness, you’ll enjoy rich
aromatic cups every time.

High Quality Beverages:
Enjoy over 30 premium coffee creations. From a choice of intense Espresso and full-bodied
Grande, to frothy Cappuccino, hot chocolate, teas and more.

Hot & Cold Function:
Your Piccolo XS capsule coffee machine is so versatile that you can also prepare delicious
cold beverages with ease.
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Eco-Mode:
A convenient eco-mode feature automatically turns off your NESCAFÉ® Dolce Gusto®
Piccolo XS coffee machine after 1 minute of inactivity, giving this machine an A rating in
energy consumption.

Two-Year Guarantee:
With the two-years guarantee, you don't have to worry about your machine. Register your
machine here to enjoy the full coverage.

REVIEWS AND RATINGS

Write Your Own Review

Only registered users can write reviews. Please, log in or register

SPECIFICATIONS

Capacity of water tank 0.8 l

Capsule Bin No

Capsule Holder No

Chrome Lever No

Steel drip No

LCD Screen No

Mechanical Lever No

Scroll Wheel No

Machine Weight ~2.4 kg

Machine Wattage 1500 W

Voltage 230 V, 50 Hz

Machine Warranty 2 years
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